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Model-driven Engineering (MDE) [3] is an emerging approach for software
development and analysis where models play the fundamental role of first-class
artifacts. Metamodelling is a key concept of the MDE paradigm and it is in-
tended as a modular and layered way to endow a language or a formalism with
an abstract notation, so separating the abstract syntax and semantics of the
language constructs from their different concrete notations. Although the foun-
dation constituents of the MDE approach are still evolving, some implementa-
tions of the MDE principles can be found in environments like the OMG MDA
(Model Driven Architecture) [6], Model-integrated Computing (MIC) [7], Soft-
ware Factories and their Microsoft DSL Tools [1], etc.
We believe that the MDE paradigm can gain rigour and preciseness, neces-
sary expecially for model analysys purposes, from the integration with formal
approaches. We, in particular, try to address here the problem of defining the
operational semantics of metamodel-based languages in the MDE approach.
Currently, metamodelling frameworks lack of a way to specify the semantics
of languages. The OMG metamodelling framework, for example, provides two
main standard techniques to define languages: metamodels and UML profiles.
Building metamodels is a first-class extension mechanism which requires the
definition of a new metamodel or an extension of an existing metamodel based
on the MOF (Meta Object Facility) metalanguage - i.e static class diagrams
and well-formedness rules written in the OCL (Object Constraint Language)[8].
The UML profile mechanism is a non-first-class extension mechanism, i.e. it
does not allow for modifying the existing UML metamodel, but it requires the
specification of UML extension elements (stereotypes and tagged values) and
the definition of new constraints (well-formedness OCL rules) specific to a target
domain. For both extension techniques, the way to define the abstract syntax
(i.e. the MOF-compliant metamodel) and static semantics (the OCL constraints)
of a new language are well established. However, the OMG framework does not
have any standard and rigorous support to provide the dynamic (operational)
semantics, which is usually given in natural language.
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This lack has several negative consequences, as often signaled in the past for
the UML metamodel [12] since its first version, and confirmed by several works
existing in literature which aim at formalizing the UML semantics. Integrat-
ing formal approaches into metamodelling frameworks could result in a unified
methodology for reusable syntax and semantics definitions of metamodels.
We explain how the formal framework of ASMs [4] and the ASM metamodel
definition (AsmM) [2] can be smoothly integrated with the OMG framework
for MDE to rigorously define the operational semantics of metamodel-based lan-
guages and, in particular, of UML extensions (UML profiles), in a way which per-
mits us to uniformly link abstract syntax (expressed in the MOF meta-language)
and detailed semantics (expressed in the ASM meta-language) of languages. We
apply the proposed methodology to a UML profile for the SystemC language
[11] - involved in a model-based SoC (System-on-chip) design flow for embed-
ded systems development [5] - to define the operational semantics of the Sys-
temC Process State Machines [10, 9], an extension of the UML statechart formal-
ism used to model the reactive behaviour of the SystemC thread processes. We
want to remark that, although the approach was first identified for the OMG’s
MDA framework, it could be easily extended and applied to other metamodelling
frameworks.
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